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Abstract19
A detailed model-model comparison between the results provided by a multi-species and20
a multi-fluid MHD code for the escape of heavy ions in the Martian induced magneto-21
sphere is presented. The results from the simulations are analyzed and compared against22
a statistical analysis of the outflow of heavy ions obtained by the MAVEN/STATIC instru-23
ment over an extended period of time in order to estimate the influence of magnetic forces24
in the ion escape. Both MHD models are run with the same chemical reactions and ion25
species in a steady state mode under idealized solar conditions. Apart from being able to26
reproduce the asymmetries observed in the ion escape, it is found that the multi-fluid ap-27
proach provides results that are closer to those inferred from the ion data. It is also found28
that the j × B force term is less effective in accelerating the ions in the models when com-29
pared with the MAVEN results. Finally, by looking at the contribution of the plume and30
the ion escape rates at different distances along the tail with the multi-fluid model, it is31
also found that the escape of heavy ions has important variabilities along the tail, mean-32
ing that the apoapsis of a spacecraft studying atmospheric escape can affect the estimates33
obtained.34
1 Introduction35
One of the open questions in relation to Mars is the evolution of its atmosphere.36
Lammer et al. [2013] provide a multi-approach review on the topic. It is generally ac-37
cepted that billions of years ago Mars was a warm and wet planet with a significantly38
thicker atmosphere than found today. Some estimates place the initial surface pressure on39
the order of tens of bars (e.g. Lunine et al. [2003]), a number significantly larger than the40
less than 10 mbar of the present day atmosphere. Lacking the shielding effect of a global41
magnetic field, the atmospheric escape may be particularly significant for non-magnetized42
bodies such as Mars (Brain et al. 2016), although this is a current point of debate in the43
community. Escape can occur in the form of neutrals or ions. In this paper we focus on44
the latter form, referred to here as ionospheric escape.45
The interaction of Mars with the solar wind has been an active subject of study for46
the space physics community since the first flyby of the planet performed by the Mariner47
4 spacecraft in 1965 [Fjeldbo and Eshleman, 1968; Cloutier et al., 1969]. After Earth,48
Mars is the most studied planet in the solar system, with six orbiters and two rovers cur-49
rently in operation and continuously gathering data for different purposes. One of the most50
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recent missions, MAVEN (Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN, Jakosky et al. [2015])51
has a suite of instruments specifically designed to analyze the different atmospheric escape52
processes in order to gain insight into the climate evolution of the planet.53
Unfortunately, however invaluable the data gathered by the different missions, it is54
impossible to capture the dynamics of any planetary system at the different spatial and55
timescales involved with in situ measurements or remote-sensing techniques. For this rea-56
son, the use of numerical models that combine the theoretical knowledge of the environ-57
ment being studied with the data collected by spacecraft has become essential. The choice58
of what model to use is inherent to the physical process one wishes to capture, with the59
computational effort and the characteristic length scale being the defining factors. A com-60
prehensive review of different models used to study the interaction of Mars with the solar61
wind can be found in Brain et al. [2010] and Ledvina et al. [2008].62
While the computing power is constantly increasing, so is the complexity of several63
types of models. In terms of magnetospheric dynamics, this has led to the development64
of different approaches that could be summarized in three main groups: kinetic (particle-65
in-cell) models (essential when studying small-scale processes that occur at length scales66
smaller than the electron gyroradius), magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) models (a relatively67
computationally inexpensive approach to study large-scale structures) and hybrid codes68
(a combination of the two previous approaches, treating ions as individual particles and69
electrons as a charge-neutralizing fluid).70
Ionospheric escape71
Ionospheric escape has been measured by different spacecraft orbiting the planet.72
The estimates, however, vary significantly among different works, partly due to seasonal73
effects and solar cycle variations as well as the sensitivity of the results to instrument lim-74
itations and the assumptions made to overcome these limitations. These limitations include75
field of view, uncertainties in the spacecraft charging potential (which affects the ability76
to measure low-energy populations) and the energy coverage of the instruments that lim-77
its the range over which integration of detected fluxes can be made. In addition, prior to78
MAVEN, no concurrent measurements of plasma and magnetic field data were taken, mak-79
ing it impossible to get information on pitch angle distribution and thus difficulting the80
interpretation of the overall geometry of the ion escape.81
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Many authors studied the ionospheric escape from Mars using data from different82
spacecraft before the arrival of MAVEN [e.g. Lundin et al., 1990; Verigin et al., 1991;83
Barabash et al., 2007; Fränz et al., 2015] obtaining a wide range of estimates that varies84
depending on the species included, energy range and solar conditions. MAVEN arrived85
at Mars during the unusually weak solar cycle 24, so the escape rates calculated from86
its instruments are expected to be on the lower side. Nilsson et al. [2011] analyzed more87
than four years of data from the ASPERA-3 instrument for low solar activity, providing a88
dataset that can be contrasted with that collected by MAVEN. The total escape rate found89
by their study was of 2.0 ± 0.2 × 1024 s−1. They also analyzed the escape geometry by90
dividing the escape area along the Y-Z plane (in MSO coordinates with the X-axis point-91
ing towards the Sun, the Y-axis opposite to the velocity vector of the planet and the Z-axis92
completing the right-hand triad) and found an asymmetry in the fluxes, with those from93
the north and dusk quadrants being larger than those from the south and dawn quadrants.94
The north-south asymmetry was attributed to the presence of the crustal magnetic fields in95
the southern hemisphere, while the dawn-dusk one was attributed to the asymmetry in the96
solar wind (Parker spiral).97
More recently, using data from the Suprathermal and Thermal Ion Composition98
(STATIC) instrument on MAVEN [McFadden et al., 2015], Brain et al. [2015] were able99
to calculate a lower limit for the escape of ions with energies higher than 25 eV at 3 ×100
1024 s−1. Using the same instrument, Dong et al. [2017] concentrated on the variabilities101
of the ionospheric plume (a particular escape channel that arises from the acceleration of102
heavy ions by the solar wind convection electric field) and found that, while the total es-103
cape increases from 2 to 3 × 1024 s−1 with increasing EUV fluxes for ions with energies104
higher than 6 eV , the plume remains relatively constant, accounting for 20 to 30% of the105
total escape.106
When compared to previous results, these first estimates based on MAVEN data107
seem to be significantly lower, something that could be related to the weakness of solar108
cycle 24 which translates into lower EUV fluxes and, as different authors have pointed109
out, this leads to lower ionospheric escape [e.g. Dong et al., 2014; Dong et al., 2017; Ram-110
stad et al., 2017; Dubinin et al., 2017]. In addition to these cyclical variations, the location111
where the ions are measured,the energy ranges included in the analyses and in general the112
way data are treated differ among the studies and are also a cause of the observed varia-113
tions that span over two orders of magnitude.114
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The ionospheric escape has also been extensively studied by means of numerical115
models, including MHD [e.g Ma et al., 2004; Harnett and Winglee, 2006; Najib et al.,116
2011; Holmstrom and Wang, 2015] and hybrid [e.g. Brecht et al., 1993; Kallio et al., 2006;117
Modolo et al., 2005; Bößwetter et al., 2007] codes. Using multi-species MHD simulations,118
Ma et al. [2004] studied the ionospheric escape taking into account different combinations119
of solar conditions, IMF configurations and orientation of the crustal fields. For their case120
3 (solar minimum, 3 nT Parker spiral configuration and crustal fields pointing towards121
the Sun), they estimated the total O+ ion outflow to be 2.5 × 1023 ions/s, a value that122
falls on the lower range of the estimates from spacecraft data. They also estimated an out-123
flow of 2.9 × 1023 ions/s for O+2 ions. Using a hybrid modeling approach, Modolo et al.124
[2005] estimated a lower value of O+2 escape at 5.0 × 10
22 ions/s during solar minimum125
conditions, although their model did not include the crustal fields and had no ionospheric126
chemistry. Dong et al. [2014] used a combination of a multi-fluid MHD model with a 3D127
atmospheric model to estimate escape fluxes of different species. They found that the in-128
clusion of a 3D atmospheric model has an important effect in the final estimate of ion129
outflow. Using the 3D atmosphere, their estimate of ion outflow was of 4.2 × 1023 ions/s130
(3.7 × 1024 ions/s) for O+ and of 1.7 × 1024 ions/s (2.5 × 1024 ions/s) for O+2 for solar131
minimum (maximum) conditions and with the crustal fields also pointing towards the Sun.132
Also using a hybrid approach combined with a 3D model of the atmosphere, Brecht133
et al. [2016] showed that the inclusion of neutral winds has a noticeable effect on the134
ionospheric escape by changing the initial energy of the ions being picked up by the solar135
wind. They calculated the escape values with and without the inclusion of the 3D neutral136
winds for different EUV fluxes and found that, at solar minimum fluxes, the total escape137
rate can vary from 3.1 × 1025 s−1 (without winds) to 4.7 × 1025 s−1 (with winds).138
The estimates for ion escape from the multi-species and the multi-fluid MHD ap-139
proaches are consistently different from each other. In this paper, we analyze the results140
provided by a combination of a 3D model of the neutral atmosphere coupled with a multi-141
species and a multi-fluid MHD simulation with the aim of understanding where the differ-142
ences in escape estimates come from. While the main objective of the study is to provide143
a model-model comparison, the modeling results are also contrasted with MAVEN ob-144
servations over an extended period of time in order to understand the effect of magnetic145
forces in the ion escape and to identify some of the physical processes that are not in-146
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cluded in the models and that might be playing an important role in the overall structure147
of the Martian induced magnetosphere.148
2 Models149
For this study, three different models were used in order to provide a fully self-150
consistent description of the ionospheric escape. The neutral atmosphere was calculated151
using the Mars Global Ionosphere-Thermosphere Model (M-GITM, Bougher et al. 2015)152
while two modeling approaches were used for the induced magnetosphere of Mars. These153
are a single-fluid, multi-species MHD code and a multi-fluid MHD code, both based on154
the BATS-R-US MHD code from the University of Michigan (Powell et al. 1999).155
2.1 M-GITM156
M-GITM is a 3D ground-to-exosphere, solar-driven model that uses the monthly-157
averaged F10.7 proxy to self-consistently calculate the atmospheric heating and dynam-158
ics. A 1/R2 scaling of the corresponding solar EUV-UV fluxes is applied for the sea-159
sonal/heliocentric distance variations of Mars. The code calculates the neutral and ion160
densities, as well as neutral temperatures and winds. It currently incorporates the main161
atmospheric constituents, namely CO2, CO, O, N2, O2, Ar , He and N(4S), and the main162





+. A full set of the chemical reac-163
tions included in the code can be found in Bougher et al. [2015].164
The code makes use of a spherical grid with fixed latitude and longitude resolution165
and can work with both a fixed and a stretched vertical resolution. The simulations used166
in this study were run with an F10.7 value of 110, with a horizontal resolution of 5° by 5°167
and a fixed vertical resolution of 2.5 km. The minimum altitude is the surface (h = 0 km)168
with no topographic features included and the maximum altitude is 300 km. As a refer-169
ence, the nominal exobase altitude at Mars is close to 200 km with variations depending170
on the solar activity [Fox and Hać, 2009]. The CO2 and O densities at 198.8 km altitude171
(close to the exobase) calculated by M-GITM can be seen in Figure 1. The top panel of172
the figure shows the concentration of CO2 close to the dayside where the neutral atmo-173
sphere (mostly composed of CO2) is locally heated while the bottom panel shows the174
concentration of O that occurs at the nightside due to transport processes that affect the175
lighter species [Bougher et al., 1999]. The regions with enhanced densities in the after-176
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noon sector (Longitude ∼ 120°) appear due to a convergence of the horizontal winds and177
resulting adiabatic heating in the model.178
./figures/mgitmplots_jet.jpg
Figure 1. CO2 (top) and O (bottom) neutral densities at 198.8 km altitude (around the exobase) as cal-
culated by M-GITM. The subsolar point corresponds to a longitude of 0°. The vertical white lines mark the




2.2 Multi-species and multi-fluid MHD182
The multi-species MHD approach is a step forward from traditional or single-species183
MHD models that can only solve for the total mass density. In contrast, the multi-species184
code solves separate continuity equations for each of the included ion species, providing a185
better description of the mass-loading process. The main assumption in this model is that186
all ions flow with the same velocity so only one momentum and one energy equation are187
solved. In addition to having the same velocity, all the ion species are assumed to have the188
same ion temperature, which in turn is assumed to be the same for electrons.189
The multi-fluid MHD contains an extra level of complexity compared to the multi-190
species approach. In this case, apart from separate continuity equations, each ion has its191
own momentum and energy equations. This increases the computational effort required to192
reach a steady-state solution, but it allows for the same understanding of the mass-loading193
provided by the multi-species MHD and a better understanding of the ion dynamics.194
There are four ions included in both codes, namely H+, O+2 , O
+ and CO+2 . The195
lower boundary of the codes is set to 100 km, meaning that an important overlap exists196
between M-GITM and the MHD domains. For the overlapping region, the MHD codes197
take the neutral densities and ionization rates provided by M-GITM to self-consistently198
calculate the ionosphere of the planet by means of 10 different photochemical and ion-199
neutral reactions.200
The limits of the simulation domain are the same for both approaches and are de-201
fined, in Mars radii (1 RM = 3396 km), as −24 RM to 8 RM in the X direction and202
−16 RM to 16 RM in the Y and Z directions. The models make use of a stretched spher-203
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ical grid starting at an altitude of 100 km with a 16 km resolution. This provides enough204
volume to calculate the flow of ions along the tail as well as sufficient space upstream of205
the planet for the generation of the bow shock. The codes make use of the adaptive mesh206
refinement (AMR) technique and are parallelized in order to allow for a fast convergence207
to a steady-state solution. While the codes can be run in time-dependent mode as well,208
this feature is useful when introducing time-dependent changes in the boundary conditions209
and thus is not used in this study.210
The codes also contain a description of the crustal magnetic fields of Mars in the211
form of a 60-degree harmonic expansion that was first described by Arkani-Hamed [2001].212
While the specific azimuthal location of the crustal magnetic field has been recently shown213
to affect the magnetospheric dynamics at Mars [e.g. Ma et al., 2014; Dong et al., 2015;214
Fang et al., 2017], for this study we set the main magnetic anomalies on the nightside.215
Given that both models are run under the same conditions, and that the spacecraft data216
used covers an extended period of time, the variations arising from crustal field orientation217
will be smoothed out, so this is not expected to have significant results when performing218
our comparisons.219
While both codes have been shown useful to study different aspects of the interac-220
tion, when it comes to estimating the outflow of ions, the results differ consistently by a221
factor of about 5 to 6 [e.g. Dong et al., 2014], with the multi-fluid providing higher es-222
timates than the multi-species. Moreover, each code has been applied to study different223
aspects of the interaction, but no dedicated comparison has been made to evaluate in a224
macroscopic sense the effect that solving a different set of equations for each model has in225
the ionospheric escape beyond comparing ionospheric escape rates [e.g Najib et al., 2011;226
Dong et al., 2014].227
In this paper, we use ion escape data collected by the MAVEN spacecraft to com-228
pare with the output of each of the models. The aim of the study, however, is not to bench-229
mark the performance of each code in a traditional along-the-track comparison, but to in-230
vestigate the reasons behind the difference in the results provided by each code.231
3 Ion escape as detected by MAVEN232
In order to provide a comprehensive picture of the ionospheric escape, data collected233
between November 2014 and May 2016 by the STATIC instrument aboard the MAVEN234
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spacecraft were used. The orbital coverage achieved by MAVEN during this period al-235
lows for a statistically significant result against which modeling results can be contrasted.236
The STATIC instrument was designed to measure ion fluxes and composition in the en-237
ergy range between 0.1 eV and 30 keV and it can resolve the major ion species present238
at Mars. This energy range is, however, affected by the spacecraft charging and velocity,239
making it difficult to estimate the escape rates at the lowest energies, in general leading to240
an underestimation of the total fluxes.241
The outflow of O+2 ions was calculated using data from the STATIC instrument on-242
board MAVEN. The data used were collected between November 1, 2014 and May 15,243
2016. Corrections related to the spacecraft velocity and the spacecraft potential (provided244
by STATIC as a data product at low altitudes when the potential is negative) were applied245
calculating the ion distribution functions. For the calculations, mean fluxes of ions in each246
bin in the YZ-cross-section at tail distances between −2 RM < X < −1 RM were multi-247
plied by the area and summed. Standard deviations of ion fluxes in different energy ranges248
and for different solar wind conditions can be found in Dubinin et al. [2017]. The fluxes249
were transformed to MSE coordinates system (Z-axis aligned with the positive direction250
of the solar wind convection electric field, the X-axis pointing towards the Sun and the251
Y-axis completing the right-hand triad) by using 30-min averaged data from the MAG in-252
strument for each MAVEN orbit.253
The composite averages of the density (left panel) and ion outward fluxes (right254
panel) in the XZ plane in MSE coordinates are shown in Figure 2. This coordinate system255
makes it possible to better study the geometry of the heavy ion escape, largely affected by256
the acceleration of particles by the local electric field. Positions of the nominal boundaries257
of the bow shock and the induced magnetosphere [Dubinin et al., 2006] are also given.258
./figures/Fig1.jpg
Figure 2. O+2 densities (left panel) and fluxes (right panel) in the XZ plane in MSE coordinates calculated
using data from the STATIC instrument.
259
260
Here, the asymmetry in the fluxes caused by the direction of the solar wind motional261
electric field is clearly observed in the right panel. In the regions outside of the induced262
magnetospheric boundary the O+2 fluxes dominate in the E+ hemisphere, directed along263
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the +Z axis. In contrast, within the Martian magnetosphere we observe a shift of the O+2264
ion population toward the opposite E- hemisphere. A sharp drop of fluxes at the border of265
the wake appears due to a negative spacecraft potential in the shadow which improves the266
sensitivity of STATIC to detect cold ionospheric ions. It is seen that, along the tail, the267
escape ion fluxes are dominant in the E- hemisphere.268
Figure 3 shows maps of O+2 fluxes in the tail in a modified MSE coordinate system.269
The vertical axis corresponds to the Z-axis while the horizontal one corresponds to the270
magnetic field as measured by the MAG instrument at distances along the X-axis between271
−2 RM and −1 RM . This coordinate system allows for a better separation of the regions272
occupied by the planetary ions of different origin [Dubinin et al., 2017].273
./figures/Fig2.jpg
Figure 3. O+2 fluxes in the Martian tail measured by the STATIC instrument. The vertical axis corresponds
to the Z-axis while the horizontal axis corresponds to the magnetic field as measured by the MAG instrument




The left (right) panel shows the fluxes of ions with energy above (below) 30 eV .277
Ions with higher energy are mostly observed in the plasma sheet centered at the reversal278
of the Bx-component. These ions are accelerated by the j × B force related to the strong279
magnetic tensions of the draped magnetic field lines [Dubinin et al., 2012]. Another ener-280
gized ion component is observed at the flanks of the induced magnetosphere and is origi-281
nated in the boundary layer. Low-energy ions occupy the tail lobes. It is also seen that the282
major ion losses occur in the low-energy component.283
Calculating the O+2 ion escape along the tail using STATIC data, we estimate a total284
flux of about 3.5×1024 s−1 between −1 RM and −2 RM and about 3.85×1024 s−1 between285
−2 RM and −3 RM respectively, with losses varying by up to a factor of 6-8. These cal-286
culations do not include any fluxes outside the induced magnetosphere and are also con-287
strained in energy range due to spacecraft charging issues. This estimate of the total flux288
is comparable to the 3×1024 s−1 reported by Brain et al. [2015] using measurements taken289
by the same instrument on the MAVEN spacecraft at a spherical shell located at 1000 km290
altitude.291
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4 Ion escape as estimated by the models292
For the estimation of ion outflow from the planet, both models were run under ide-293
alized solar wind conditions as shown in Table 1 and using the output of M-GITM, run294
for Ls = 0, taking into account the tilt of the planet. Both models were run under steady295
state conditions for 50,000 iterations until the output was stable and the results for the last296
iteration are shown in Figure 4. The left-hand panels shows the density of O+2 ions from297
the multi-species code in the while the right-hand panels shows the same parameter from298
the multi-fluid code.299
H+ density 4.00 cm−3
H+ temperature 15.08 eV
H+ velocity (magnitude) 400.00 km/s
Magnetic field magnitude 3.00 nT (Parker spiral)
Magnetic field vector (−1.68, 2.49, 0) nT
Solar wind dynamic pressure 1.3092 nPa
Table 1. Solar wind conditions used as input for the simulations.300
./figures/mf_ms_parker_radial.jpg
Figure 4. O+2 densities around Mars as calculated with a multi-species (left) and multi-fluid (right) MHD
code for solar wind conditions corresponding to a 3 nT Parker spiral. The top panels (1 and 2) show the XY
plane and the bottom panels (3 and 4) show the XZ plane in MSO coordinates. The streamtraces represent
projections of the magnetic field lines in the respective plane and are a combination of IMF and crustal fields






The overall topology differs significantly between both models, with the multi-fluid306
code being able to capture the asymmetries in the outflow that arise from the initial ac-307
celeration of the heavy ions provided by the local electric field. Since during the simula-308
tions the solar wind convection electric field points towards the north of the planet, ions309
that are picked up in the southern hemisphere are accelerated towards the planet itself be-310
ing lost to the atmosphere while ions that are picked up in the northern hemisphere are311
able to escape the near-Mars environment in the form of a plume. These asymmetries312
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have been reported in previous multi-fluid MHD simulations results (Najib et al. 2011,313
Dong et al. 2014). In terms of observations, the presence of plume-like distributions has314
been reported for escaping O+ by Dong et al. [2015]. They reported that the plume is a315
constant structure, indicating that in order to properly study the geometry of the escaping316
fluxes with fluid models, a multi-fluid approach is necessary.317
While the asymmetry in the escape pattern is only observed with the inclusion of318
different ion fluids in the simulations, this does not directly imply that the total escaping319
fluxes will be better estimated by the use of a multi-fluid approach. For this reason, the320
total escaping flux of ions passing through a spherical shell located sufficiently far from321
the planet is calculated. Here we take the value of 6 RM that was adopted in the study by322
Dong et al. [2014], so the outward fluxes are calculated at a spherical shell located at that323
distance from the center of the planet. The values obtained by each model for the three324
ion species considered are shown in Table 2.325
Species MS-MHD MF-MHD Ratio (MF/MS)
O+ 7.00 × 1023 1.03 × 1024 1.48
O+2 2.13 × 10
24 9.03 × 1024 4.23
CO+2 1.88 × 10
23 9.56 × 1023 5.07
Table 2. Calculated outflow (in s−1) by the MHD models for three different ion species.326
The ratios listed in the last column of Table 2 are in good agreement with the re-327
sults reported in Dong et al. [2014], with differences within 50% for O+ and O+2 and a328
factor of 2.5 for CO+2 . In terms of total heavy ion escape (O
+, O+2 and CO
+
2 ), the multi-329
species gives a value of 3.02 × 1024 s−1 while the multi-fluid gives a value of 1.10 ×330
1025 s−1. This compares to 2.4 × 1024 s−1 and 6.6 × 1024 s−1 for the multi-species and331
multi-fluid respectively from Dong et al. [2014] (the Dong et al. [2014] simulations were332
run with slightly different solar conditions).333
Apart from the monotonically increasing difference with ion mass, the geometry334
of the escape differs significantly between both models. Figure 5 shows the escaping O+2335
fluxes at an altitude of 6 RM as estimated by the multi-species (top) and multi-fluid (bot-336
tom) MHD simulations. The panels show an equirectangular projection of the spherical337
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shell showing the logarithm of the outward fluxes to better resolve small scales. All the338
inward fluxes, that would correspond to negative values, are represented as white regions,339
irrespective of their magnitude.340
./figures/escape_ms_mf_new_parker_radial_terminator_justproj.jpg
Figure 5. Outward O+2 fluxes at an altitude of 6 RM as estimated by the multi-species (top) and multi-fluid





The asymmetry and the presence of different escape channels for the heavy ions344
is clearly visible in the multi-fluid plots from Figure 5. While the escaping flux is con-345
centrated at the center of the tail in the case of the multi-species model, there is a clear346
asymmetry present in the case of the multi-fluid that arises, as already mentioned, from347
the direction of the solar wind convection electric field, pointing in the +Z direction. Also348
visible is the extended region that is made available for the escaping ions in the case of349
the multi-fluid compared to the multi-species, something that ultimately leads to an in-350
crease in the escaping fluxes estimated, something that can be observed with the relative351
contribution of the plume to the total escape, presented towards the end of this section.352
Apart from the north-south asymmetry, there are two dawn-dusk asymmetries visi-353
ble in the case of the multi-fluid MHD. There is an outward flux of ions at low latitudes,354
but its magnitude, at about 10 orders of magnitude lower than the highest fluxes, is neg-355
ligible. The other asymmetry is more prominent, with an overall dawnward enhancement356
of the escape starting almost at the equator and being significantly pronounced at higher357
latitudes. This enhanced escape arises from three factors. The first one is the enhancement358
in the neutral oxygen present close to the dawn terminator region visible in Figure 1 that359
is the main source of O+2 ions through the chemical reaction shown in Equation 1.360
O + CO2+ −−−→ O2+ + CO (1)
The other two factors are the presence of the crustal magnetic fields (in the night-361
side during the simulation) and the Bx component of the IMF. Figure 6 shows the relative362
effect of these factors in the observed dawn-dusk asymmetry.363
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./figures/all_changes.jpg
Figure 6. Outward O+2 fluxes at an altitude of 6 RM as estimated by the multi-fluid MHD simulations under
the same conditions as those used for Figure 5 (a), without crustal fields (b), without crustal fields and with a




Panel (a) shows the same escaping fluxes of O+2 ions presented in Figure 5. For367
panel (b), the crustal fields have been disabled in the simulation. For panel (c), the crustal368
fields are disabled, and a spherically symmetric atmosphere is used. Finally for panel (d),369
the crustal fields are disabled, a symmetric atmosphere is used, and the direction of the370
IMF is inverted along the X direction.371
From a direct comparison between the escape geometry from the four individual372
panels of Figure 6, it is evident that the most important factor in controling the dawn-dusk373
asymmetry of the escape is the IMF direction. The presence of the crustal fields has also374
an appreciable effect, especially at low latitudes, where the area for escaping ions becomes375
narrower (notice, for instance, the small bite-out clos to the equator at a longitude of about376
130°) and also in the orientation of the current sheet at mid latitudes (at around 50°). The377
asymmetries in the neutral atmosphere, however, seems to have a negligible effect, indicat-378
ing that the dynamics of the system are more important than the source of the ions when379
it comes to defining the magnetic topology and the overall escape geometry.380
Magnetic forces381
Similar to the plots from Figure 3, visualizing the ion escape as a function of the382
magnetic field along the tail (Bx) provides insight on the effect that magnetic forces have383
on the escaping particles. In order to provide a comparison to the plots shown in Figure384
3, where two energy ranges were shown, Figures 7 and 8 show the outflow of O+2 for the385
multi-species and multi-fluid models respectively at the same distances along the tail, di-386
vided by the same energy range used for the data analysis.387
There are some similarities and some differences between the simulation results396
and those obtained by the integration of data from the STATIC instrument. As stated to-397
wards the end of Section 3, there seems to be a difference between the escape path for398
low-energy (E < 30 eV) and high-energy (E > 30 eV) ions. While high-energy ions can399
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./figures/msmhd_samecolor_data.jpg
Figure 7. Modeled O+2 fluxes in the Martian tail using the multi-species approach. The vertical axis cor-
responds to the Z-axis while the horizontal axis corresponds to the Bx component of the magnetic field at
distances along the X-axis between −2 RM and −1 RM . The left panel shows high-energy (E > 30 eV) and






Figure 8. Modeled O+2 fluxes in the Martian tail using the multi-fluid approach. The vertical axis cor-
responds to the Z-axis while the horizontal axis corresponds to the Bx component of the magnetic field at
distances along the X-axis between −2 RM and −1 RM . The left panel shows high-energy (E > 30 eV) and





be mostly found at the center of the current sheet and at the flanks of the induced mag-400
netosphere, low-energy ions are mostly concentrated at the lobes. This pattern is visible401
in the simulations, although with a strong dependence on the distance from the equator402
that is not as clear in the data. In addition, the high-energy population at the center of the403
simulated current sheet does not appear to be as strong.404
The fact that, at least close to the equator, the main population at the center of the405
current sheet consists of low-energy ions seems to indicate that the acceleration leading to406
the high-energy component observed in the STATIC data might be due to a process not407
included in the models such as magnetic reconnection, or simply that the draping of the408
field lines in the model is not as strong, leading to a weaker energization by the j × B409
term. While different signatures of magnetic reconnection at Mars have been observed410
[e.g. Brain et al., 2007; Eastwood et al., 2008; Halekas et al., 2009; Harada et al., 2015a],411
the short distances at which MAVEN is sampling means that the reconnection point is412
tailward from the spacecraft.413
One thing to notice is the acceleration at the center of the current sheet above and414
below the planet. Given the steady state nature of the simulations, the IMF field lines that415
are draped around the planet might not have an efficient way to be transported towards the416
tail, and hence the slingshot effect arising from the j × B force is not as effective at low417
latitudes as it is at high latitudes. A detailed analysis of the j × B force term comparing a418
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subset of orbits with similar solar wind and IMF conditions with tailored time-dependent419
simulations is necessary in order to quantify this effect.420
Relative contribution of the plume escape421
Using the multi-fluid approach, it is possible to examine the relative contribution of422
the plume to the total ionospheric escape, similar to the analysis carried out by Dong et al.423
[2017]. In their study, they used integration areas defined as x > 1.6 RM and
√
x2 + y2 ≤424
2.5 RM for the plume and z < 1.6 RM and
√
y2 + z2 ≤ 2.5 RM for the tail. With this425
definition, they found that, under normal EUV conditions, the plume accounts for about426
30% of the total escape, a value that is likely to be energy-dependent as well.427
The calculations are constrained by the relatively low apoapsis of MAVEN. With428
the advantage of an extended coverage with the global MHD model, we are able to es-429
timate the evolution of this proportion, with the understanding that the further down-430
stream the calculation is made, the more mixed the plasma from both sources (i.e. tail and431
plume) will be. In order to do this, we get rid of the cylindrical constraints from Dong432
et al. [2017] and use instead a constraint defined by latitude. We then take all the escape433
at latitude angles larger than 50° to correspond to plume escape, with the rest correspond-434
ing to escape along the tail. We repeat the calculation for altitudes between 2 and 6 RM435
and the results are shown in Figure 9.436
./figures/plumevstotalescape.jpg
Figure 9. Relative contribution of the plume escape to the total O+2 and O
+ escape with respect to altitude.437
The plot shows the relative contribution for O+2 and for O
+ escape. Although through-438
out the paper we have focused mostly on O+2 as the main escaping ion, the results from439
Figure 9 will be analyzed focusing on O+, since that is the ion that was studied by Dong440
et al. [2017]. From the plot it can be seen that the relative contribution estimated by the441
multi-fluid MHD model at the same radial distance used for the Dong et al. [2017] analy-442
sis (2.5 RM ) is in very good agreement with that derived from the data, being a factor of443
1.07 (33% for the model vs. 30% for the data). The plot also shows that the relative con-444
tribution reaches a maximum at around 3 RM , where the plume accounts for 38% of the445
total escape. At larger distances, the relative contribution decreases, probably due to way446
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the plume/tail boundary is defined. Taking a constant angle means that with increasing447
distance from the planet, at some point the plume ions being convected downstream will448
enter the region defined as the tail.449
The situation is similar when looking at the relative contribution for O+2 escape, only450
that the maximum is reached at a distance of 5 RM . The reason for this lies in the asym-451
metric acceleration of ions with different masses, with the heavier ones having larger mo-452
mentum and thus traveling farther from the planet before crossing the arbitrary boundary453
dividing the two regions, as already described.454
5 Discussion455
One of the main uncertainties present for data analysis studies is spacecraft charging.456
When the spacecraft is illuminated by sunlight it acquires a negative charge that causes457
ions of low energies to be repelled. This prevents the instruments from measuring ions458
with energies below the charging potential. This means that the detected fluxes will change459
depending on the location of the spacecraft and will be larger in the wake, where the po-460
tential becomes positive. Taking a simple ratio of the areas covered by the spacecraft dur-461
ing an orbit, this translates into an underestimation of the fluxes by up to a factor of 4.462
During normal solar wind conditions and the solar EUV value adopted in this study,463
the dominating escaping ion is O+2 and that is why we chose this ion species as a starting464
point. Using data from the STATIC instrument over a period between November 2014465
and May 2016, we estimated an ion outflow of ∼ 3.85 × 1024 s−1 at a distance between466
−2 RM and −3 RM . When looking at the model results, using the multi-species model we467
estimated an outflow of 2.13 × 1024 s−1 while with the multi-fluid the number increases to468
9.03 × 1024 s−1.469
These numbers are, however, calculated at a larger distance, specifically at 6 RM . If470
the outflow is calculated at 3 RM , the numbers decrease to 2.05 × 1024 s−1 for the multi-471
species model and to 8.42 × 1024 s−1 for the multi-fluid. The reason for this variation472
is that the ions escaping have different velocities and part of the flow can be reflected in473
the complex field topology present at the tail. This means that the outflow will only be474
stabilized at a certain distance from the planet. This effect, shown in Figure 10, is more475
prominent in the multi-fluid model, where the separation of species allows for ions to flow476
in different directions.477
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./figures/escape_vs_radius_parker_radial.jpg
Figure 10. Outward O+2 fluxes as a function of radial distance.478
This result has direct implications for the measurements being carried out by orbit-479
ing spacecraft at Mars. The plot in Figure 10 suggests that, to get a clear picture of the480
outflow of heavy ions, measurements need to be taken at distances of at least 5 to 6 RM481
downstream of the planet. This implies that part of the outflow (up to about 10%) being482
detected by MAVEN (with an apoapsis distance of about 2 RM ) or Mars Express (with an483
apoapsis of just over 3 RM ) will eventually return to the planet. That being said, the vari-484
ation is less than a factor of 2 so the effect is smaller than the uncertainties present due to485
spacecraft charging effects.486
The above numbers show that, despite the uncertainties in the estimation of the es-487
cape, the models are producing results that compare to the data within at least an order488
of magnitude. This has been extensively reported in the literature [e.g. Ma et al., 2004;489
Dong et al., 2014]. Given that the calculations based on STATIC data are expected to be490
an underestimate due to the lack of information on the low-energy part of the spectrum,491
the results provided by the multi-fluid model are expected to be closer to the actual escape492
rates.493
Focusing on the two models, there are different factors that explain the different re-494
sults. From the maps presented in Figure 5, the limitation of the multi-species approach495
when studying heavy ion escape becomes evident. Given that only one momentum equa-496
tion is solved for all the ion species, the velocity distribution will be dominated by the497
ions carrying most of the momentum, i.e. the solar wind protons. This makes it impossi-498
ble for the model to capture any asymmetry in the escape channels such as the plume that499
arises from the escape of heavier particles.500
For the reason just described, the totality of the escape in the multi-species model501
occurs at the center of the tail. In the case of the multi-fluid model, apart from the north-502
south asymmetry due to the specific direction of the solar wind convection electric field,503
there is a longitudinal asymmetry that increases with distance from the equator that has504
its cause in three asymmetries present in the simulations. These are the magnetic pres-505
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sure arising from the Bx component of the IMF, the presence of the crustal fields and the506
distribution of densities in the neutral atmosphere.507
Limitations of the current models508
Apart from the return bulk flows, individual heavy ions can return to the planet due509
to finite gyroradius effects (in addition, a Marsward proton flux has been observed with510
MAVEN, although the reasons for this remains unclear, Harada et al. 2015b). This is be-511
yond the inherent capabilities of the MHD formulation and estimating the effects of this512
would require the use of a hybrid approach. In any case, since this would be caused by513
individual particles, it is expected that the overall effect will be smaller than that of the514
return bulk flow.515
Recently, Brecht et al. [2017] analyzed the effect of the electron temperature in hy-516
brid simulations. They found that different electron temperature profiles change the out-517
flow rates by changing the strength of the induced ambipolar electric field. This field has518
been suggested as a possible ionospheric escape mechanism for all the bodies in the solar519
system, although the strength of the field is thought to be too small to be measured with520
current instrumentation [e.g. Fung and Hoffman, 1991; Coates et al., 2015]. A recent study521
by Collinson et al. [2016] places the potential drop at Venus at a surprisingly high value522
of 10.6 V with important implications for heavy ion escape. In the current version of the523
MHD models, the electron temperature is assumed to be the same as the ion temperature,524
leading to underestimates of the ambipolar electric field strength.525
Another factor that can affect the estimates of ion outflow from both simulation ap-526
proaches presented in this study is the presence of plasma instabilities in the induced mag-527
netosphere that can further complicate the escape trajectory of ions. The initial accelera-528
tion of ionospheric ions by the presence of the solar wind convection electric field intro-529
duces a temperature anisotropy in the form of a ring distribution unstable to the generation530
of ion cyclotron waves [e.g. Russell et al., 2006; Wei et al., 2011; Romanelli et al., 2013].531
This process is mass-dependent, meaning that different ion species will evolve differently.532
Also, the difference in velocity of the different ion populations can lead to the develop-533
ment of two-stream instabilities that work towards limiting the difference in flow velocities534
[Glocer et al., 2009].535
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The physical presence of the two-stream instability would act to accelerate the ions536
flowing with lower speeds while deccelerating those with higher speeds and thus increas-537
ing the total escape rate, so this limitation of the growth by the MHD approach introduces538
a further limiting factor for the estimates of ion escape. While this can be developed in539
the multi-fluid model, its effect has not been fully analyzed in the framework of the MHD540
simulations.541
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